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On Defeat
Mechanisms

Maneuverist Paper No. 10

by Marinus

M
CDP 1, Warfi ghting, does not address the 
concept of defeat mechanisms directly, but 
we argue it should. This important concept 
has only come into use since the revision of 

Warfi ghting in 1997, although it was always implicit in the 
development of maneuver warfare theory. It has found its 
way into Army doctrine. The next revision of Warfi ghting
should include a discussion of this very important concept. 
Such a discussion of the concept may also help shed some 
light on the maneuver-attrition controversy that has plagued 
Warfi ghting since it was fi rst published.
 A defeat mechanism is the process by which you impose 
defeat on the enemy, whatever defeat means in any particular 
case. Or more accurately, it is the process that triggers defeat 
in the enemy because defeat really is a process of change that 
occurs within the enemy. This point is fundamental. You can 
take actions intended to cause the enemy’s defeat, but whether 
they do or not depends at least in part on the enemy (unless 
you intend to completely destroy that enemy). The construct 
applies at any level of war, from how to infl ict defeat at the 
strategic level to how to defeat an enemy in a specifi c, small 
unit engagement.
 Maneuver warfare prefers victory by systemic disruption 
where it can be achieved because it offers the possibility of 
results disproportionally greater than the effort expended.

 Defeat mechanism falls into that category of fundamental 
decisions you make with regard to the enemy—or should—
during operational design. It is related to the concept of 
vulnerability/criticality (which we discussed in Maneuverist 
No. 7, MCG Apr21) in that both deal with thinking about 
how best to bring about an enemy’s defeat. The vulnerability/
criticality concept deals with deciding where to strike at an 
enemy. The defeat mechanism concept considers what hap-
pens within the enemy when you strike at that point. The 
value of the concept of defeat mechanism is that it encourages 
commanders to think more deeply about how their concept 
of operations is meant to trigger defeat in the enemy.

Attrition and Systemic Disruption
 We have argued that historically at least two basic defeat 
mechanisms have been employed in war. Attrition works 
by physically eroding an adversary’s human and material 
resources until they are eliminated or, as usually is the case, 
the enemy retreats or gives up the fi ght. Attrition is simple 
and straightforward. It connects with the nature of war 
at an essential level: warfare is about killing and destroy-
ing. It operates in the physical dimension and is triggered 
by means of cumulative physical destruction—although 
the enemy usually is defeated psychologically before he is 
destroyed. 

The Marine Corps application of maneuver warfare seeks to defeat an enemy through systemic disruption where it can be achieved. (Photo by Cpl Adam Dublinske.)
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 In contrast, systemic disruption attacks the enemy’s coherence 
or effective functioning so that even if elements of the enemy 
system remain undamaged, the enemy cannot operate as a 
coherent whole.1 The concept of systemic disruption starts by 
conceiving the enemy not as a unitary mass but as a system of 
interacting components and then attacking the relationships 
of those components—whether that system is the enemy’s 
command structure, the geographical disposition of his forces, 
the reliance on a particular capability, the interaction of his 
different combat arms, the relationship of his forces with the 
population, or his belief in the cause. Where attrition works 
in the physical dimension, systemic disruption can operate 
in the physical, mental, and moral dimensions.

 It is important to dispel several misconceptions about sys-
temic disruption. The fi rst is that it somehow leads to blood-
less victory—to a kinder, gentler form of warfare that aims 
to minimize destruction and somehow tricks or confuses the 
enemy into defeat. (One of the old criticisms of maneuver 
warfare was that it hoped to “confuse the enemy to death.”) 
Systemic disruption most often is triggered by destruction, just 
as attrition is. The difference is the purpose that the destruction 
serves—whether the grinding down of material might or the 
interruption of coherent functioning. For that matter, there 
is no reason that both mechanisms could not occur together: 
at some level of magnitude, even indiscriminate destruction 
starts to have a systemic effect. That said, while attrition is 
triggered by physical destruction alone, disruption can ad-
ditionally be triggered by other means—as we will discuss.
 The second misconception is that systemic disruption 
always takes the form of command paralysis. We admit that 
the critical passage from Warfi ghting could be interpreted that 
way (more later). Moreover, command paralysis has been the 
default defeat mechanism for U.S. joint operations at least 
since Operation DESERT STORM in 1991. (Army doctrine 
identifi es this defeat mechanism specifi cally as disintegra-
tion—more about which later.) We suggest this is a narrow 
interpretation of systemic disruption, which could have much 
broader applications in the physical, mental, and moral dimen-
sions. As a simple example: defeating an enemy defense-in-
depth by attacking it from a fl ank where its weapons are not 

oriented, or by bypassing it altogether, disrupts the logic of 
the defense. (Sunzi said, “The highest realization of warfare 
is to attack the enemy’s plans.”2) This is disruption in the 
mental dimension, the system in question being the logic of 
the enemy’s defensive concept. 
 As we have discussed previously, maneuver warfare favors 
systemic disruption as the defeat mechanism of choice. Where-
as attrition tends to generate proportional effects—that is, 
the greater the effort, the greater the resulting attrition—dis-
ruption holds out the potential for disproportionately greater 
effect for the amount of effort expended. Whereas attrition 
succeeds by damaging the components of the enemy system, 
disruption succeeds by interrupting the interactions among 
those components—whether those components are enemy 
units, the logical elements of the enemy’s plan, or some other 
concept of the enemy as a system. Both defeat mechanisms 
can also psychologically affect the enemy’s will to fi ght.
 While the construct of defeat mechanism can apply to 
any level of war, consistency from one level to the next is 
not necessary; in other words, it is not necessary that tactics, 
operations, and strategy employ the same defeat mechanism. 
In fact, disruption and attrition can function together in a 
hierarchical relationship. For example, the overall concept 
of operations can call for the destruction of a critical func-
tion, the loss of which is expected to decisively disrupt the 
enemy’s operations. The accomplishment of that particular 
task could be achieved by the attrition mechanism. 
 Maneuver warfare doctrine favors disruption where it can 
be achieved because disruption can save time, succeed more 
decisiviely, and reduce material costs. But the vulnerability 
of an enemy force to defeat by disruption is sensitive to both 
its intrinsic character and the conditions of battle. Generally, 
the more rigidly structured an enemy, the greater his adher-
ence to decipherable doctrinal patterns, and the greater his 
reliance on continuous command and control, the greater his 
vulnerability to disruption. Conversely, because they tend 
to operate dispersed on familiar terrain, avoid regular pat-
terns, and employ episodic and often redundant command 
chains, irregular forces tend to be more diffi cult to disrupt 
than regular forces. More diffi cult does not mean impossible, 
however, and given suffi cient time and intelligence resources 
to unravel an irregular enemy’s tendencies and structure, 
even an irregular adversary can be disrupted. Developing 
the knowledge and doctrine for disrupting irregular enemies 
comparable to that which exists for regular enemies should 
remain a priority.
 A historical example of employing a systemic disruption 
mechanism in irregular warfare is the Combined Action 
Program from 1965 to 1971 during the Vietnam War, in 
which a Marine rifl e squad and a Vietnamese Popular Forces 
platoon would take up position in or near a rural Vietnamese 
hamlet, thereby attempting to disrupt the Viet Cong practice 
of gaining sanctuary in or support from the hamlet.3

That Problematic Passage in Warfi ghting
 According to Warfi ghting, systemic disruption is defi ni-
tional to maneuver warfare:

Attrition Systemic Disruption

Conceptual Representations of Defeat Mechanisms

Figure 1. (Figure provided by author.)
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Maneuver warfare is a warfighting philosophy that seeks to 
shatter the enemy’s cohesion through a variety of rapid, focused, 
and unexpected actions which create a turbulent and rapidly 
deteriorating situation with which the enemy cannot cope.4

In fact, Warfighting defines maneuver warfare not merely in 
terms of systemic disruption but in terms of comprehensive 
system collapse. This passage understandably has caused prob-
lems for Marinus Era Novum (MCG, Dec20 and Apr21), 
LtCol Thaddeus Drake (MCG, Oct20), and others, who see 
that complete collapse as a sine qua non of maneuver war-
fare—and who argue that such collapse may not even be a 
desirable end state. The language also suggests to some a state 
of command paralysis, which has led others to conclude that 
that alone is what is meant by systemic disruption.

Our interpretation of Warfighting has never been that 
literal, although we acknowledge the point. We see the pas-
sage in question, like much of Warfighting, as aspirational, 
describing maneuver warfare in its theoretically pure form, 
in much the same way that Clausewitz described “absolute” 
war in On War. This aspirational language describes systemic 

disruption in the extreme. We argue there exist lesser forms of 
disruption, depending largely on how susceptible the enemy 
is to being disrupted and on the ability to understand the 
enemy in a way that enables you to attack him systemically. 
Any revision of Warfighting ought to address this point. For 
that matter, we acknowledge that, absent a systemic under-
standing of the enemy, you have little choice but to pursue 
defeat by attrition. In fact, we suspect that attrition is rarely 
the defeat mechanism of choice but is more often the fallback 
when the military leadership cannot think of a better idea—as 
happened notably on both sides on the Western Front during 
World War I and on the American side during the Vietnam 
War. Moreover, as we have attempted to describe, we argue 
there can be numerous ways of disrupting an enemy other 
than by inducing command paralysis.

Defeat as Failure to Adapt
One of the most insightful treatments of the subject is 

Defeat Mechanisms: Military Organizations as Complex Adap-
tive, Nonlinear Systems by Michael Brown, Andrew May, 
and Matthew Slater.5 As the title suggests, that study looks 
at military organizations as complex adaptive systems and 
concludes that defeat, ultimately, is a function not directly 
of cumulative losses (that is, attrition) but of loss of adapt-

ability through the loss of organizational cohesion. (See our 
discussion of complex, nonlinear systems in Maneuverist No. 
3, MCG, Nov20.) The authors write:

Whenever a unit enters into combat, the “primary mechanisms” 
of disorder and disintegration begins ... At the same time, 
however, a countervailing “feedback” process begins. The 
feedback loop is the result of adaptation by which units—and 
their sub-units—adapt to the damage being inflicted and 
the resulting disintegration. The effect of this countervailing 
feedback loop is effectively to maintain the military force as 
an organization. Adaptation, in this view, can be a powerful 
process and overcome the process of disintegration and “de-
organization.” Only when the rate at which the pressure exerted 
by the enemy outpaces the adaptation process is a unit likely to be 
“defeated” in any meaningful sense of the word.6

They conclude that
mechanisms of defeat were those processes that led to the de-
organization of the military unit—that reduced its adaptivity, 
that created a whole that was equal to or less than the sum of its 
parts, and that reduced the cohesion that is the defining element 
of small units. Once the process of de-organization have [sic] 
taken hold, the seeds for defeat are firmly in place.7

Brown, May, and Slater argue that historically there have 
been three basic factors that catalyze this process of “de-
organization.” First is loss of the ability to communicate 
within the unit. Without communication, there may be in-
dividual adaptation, but there is no coordinated adaptation. 
Second is the loss of the ability to achieve nonlinear effects 
through functional specialization (i.e., logistics, fire support, 
intelligence, etc.), which is a combat multiplier. Third is the 
breakdown of primary-group (i.e., small unit) cohesion.

This model of defeat mechanisms is highly compatible 
with our description of systemic disruption. Of note, Brown, 
May, and Slater do not identify attrition as a defeat mecha-
nism at all. In fact, they argue that the common belief that 
attrition leads directly to defeat is not supported by historical 
evidence. They suggest that militaries historically have had 
a greater tolerance for attrition than often assumed and that 
the disruptive effects of combat losses will trigger before at-
tritive effects ever do.8

Normal and Catastrophic Defeat
Defeat Mechanisms also makes an important distinction 

between normal defeat and catastrophic defeat.9 “Normal defeat 
is essentially the decision to change or abandon the mis-
sion—to cease an attempted advance, for example—which 
leaves the unit in condition to fight again.”10 Normal defeat 
happens routinely in warfare. It can be thought of as a form of 
adaptation. Knocked out of equilibrium by an enemy action, 
the unit recovers its equilibrium by accepting normal defeat: 
it halts its failing attack and transitions to the defensive or it 
falls back to a subsequent defensive position when its primary 
position has been turned, as examples. 

In contrast, in a catastrophic defeat, “a force is effectively 
eliminated for the duration of the conflict; the internal struc-
ture of the military organization is so disrupted ... that the 
organization is permanently destroyed.”11 In other words, in 

... defeat ultimately is a function not 
directly of cumulative losses (that is, 
attrition), but of loss of adaptability 
through the loss of organizational co-
hesion.
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Brown, May, and Slater’s construct, the force has failed to 
adapt to the demands of its new situation. 
 We suggest the normal-catastrophic construct is not bi-
nary but rather describes a spectrum of possible degrees of 
defeat—and therefore degrees of adaptation. The construct 
is useful because defeat can mean different things in dif-
ferent situations, and a key part of imposing defeat on an 
enemy is deciding what defeat means in any given situation. 
Moreover, as we have discussed repeatedly throughout this 
series, the nature of war as a Zeikampf or Dreikampf can lead 
to dynamics beyond the control of any belligerent. You may 
desire to impose catastrophic defeat, but the enemy may not 
give you that opportunity. Rapidly infl icting a series of normal 

defeats on an enemy, however, may cumulatively stretch him 
beyond his ability to continue to adapt, thereby triggering 
catastrophic defeat. Similarly, knocking the enemy out of 
equilibrium through normal defeat and then keeping the 
pressure on to prevent him from reaching another equilibrium 
point—doctrinally known as a pursuit operation—could 
be another way of turning normal into catastrophic defeat. 
This is the “turbulent and rapidly deteriorating situation” 
described in Warfi ghting. (It is also related to John Boyd’s idea 
of fast-transient maneuvers.) Deciding what is a reasonable 
objective in any given situation has to be a primary consid-
eration—while always looking for the opportunity to trigger 
catastrophic defeat when the enemy gives you an opening. 
This opportunistic mentality is key to maneuver warfare as 
described in Warfi ghting.

Styles of Warfare
 While the term “defeat mechanism” does not appear in 
Warfi ghting, the manual does treat the topic, primarily in 
the section titled “Styles of Warfare,” often considered to be 
one of the most controversial sections of the book. The early 
Maneuverists chose to explain maneuver warfare in part by 
contrasting it with its opposite attrition warfare and later 
sometimes methodical battle. If maneuver warfare was good 

and enlightened, then attrition warfare must be bad. Some 
Marines pushed back, arguing that attrition—understood as 
cumulative losses—was a fact of war regardless of the style of 
warfare. How could infl icting attrition on the enemy possibly 
be bad? 
 This is why we make a careful distinction between de-
struction and attrition, the former being a pervasive and 
essential result in war that can trigger defeat and the latter 
being a process of defeat itself. Infl icting destruction on the 
enemy is undeniably a good thing. It is fundamental. But 
we argue that there generally are better ways to trigger defeat 
than through the process of attrition—and generally smarter 
uses for destruction than to trigger the attrition mechanism.
 Styles of warfare and choices of defeat mechanism are not 
unrelated by any means. Pursuit of victory through attrition 
encourages an emphasis on maximizing the effi cient applica-
tion of combat power—and therefore on internal effi ciency. 
In the words of Edward N. Luttwak, in Strategy: The Logic 
of War and Peace, one of the most provocative and infl uential 
books from the formative years of maneuver warfare theory:

The enemy is treated as a mere array of targets, and success is 
to be obtained by the cumulative effect of superior fi repower 
and material strength, eventually to destroy the full inven-
tory of enemy targets, unless retreat or surrender terminates 
the process (as is usually the case). The greater the attrition 
content of a style of war, the more will routinized techniques 
or target acquisition, movement, and supply suffi ce, along with 
a repetitive tactical repertoire, and the smaller is the need for 
the application of operational method. ... There can be no 
victory in this style of war without an overall superiority in at-
tritional capacity, and there can be no cheap victories, in either 
casualties or material loss, relative to the enemy’s strength.12

 Pursuit of victory through systemic disruption of course 
encourages a view of the enemy as a system, which leads to 
an emphasis on understanding that system—and therefore 
externally on the enemy. Luttwak again:

Instead of seeking out the enemy’s concentration of strength, 
since that is where the targets are to be found in bulk, the 
starting point of relational maneuver is the avoidance of the 
enemy’s strengths, followed by the application of some selective 
superiority against presumed enemy weaknesses, physical or 
psychological, technical or organizational. While attrition is 
a quasi-physical process that guarantees results proportion-
ate to the quantity and volume of the effort expended, and 
conversely cannot yield success without material superiority, 
the results of relational maneuver depend on the accuracy with 
which enemy weakness are identifi ed, the surprise achieved, 
and the speed and precision of the action.13

In retrospect, that early decision to cast the issue as competing 
styles, one enlightened and the other benighted, was a mis-
take because it likely prolonged the argument over maneuver 
warfare by generating unnecessary antibodies.

Defeat Mechanisms in U.S. Army Doctrine
 First of all, Army doctrine at least recognizes the concept of 
the defeat mechanism, which it defi nes as “a method through 
which friendly forces accomplish their mission against enemy 

Rapid maneuver and making contact with an enemy in a location and 
time outside expectations and preparations can produce systemic 
disruption. (Photo by Sgt Courtney White.)
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opposition.”14 Unfortunately, that definition is not especially 
helpful. More importantly, it does not recognize a defeat 
mechanism as something that happens internally to the enemy 
but instead defines it as friendly method—which we believe 
encourages a mistaken focus on your own processes rather 
than focusing on understanding the enemy’s.

Army doctrine identifies four defeat mechanisms, which 
can be used in combination: destroy, dislocate, disintegrate, and 
isolate. These are not defeat mechanisms as we have defined 
them but rather are actions we can take to trigger a defeat 
mechanism in the enemy. Destruction, the application of 
“lethal combat power on an enemy capability so that it can no 
longer perform any function,”15 can trigger either attrition or 
disruption, as we have discussed. We suggest that dislocation, 
disintegration, and isolation are all specific, common ways of 
triggering systemic disruption. Dislocation, the employment 
of “forces to obtain significant positional advantage, render-
ing the enemy’s dispositions less valuable, perhaps even irrel-
evant,”16 undermines the enemy’s dispositions. Disintegration 
means “disrupt[ing] the enemy’s command and control.”17 No 
explanation necessary there. (Note, this is what many people 
think of when they think of systemic disruption.) Finally, 
isolation “is a tactical mission that requires a unit to seal 
off—both physically and psychologically—an enemy from 
sources of support, deny the enemy freedom of movement, 
and prevent the isolated enemy forces from having contact 
with other enemy forces.”18

These are all fine as far as they go, but we suggest that they 
are far from comprehensive; there are numerous other pos-
sible ways that an insightful mind might think of to trigger 
disruption in the enemy system. This is not to say, however, 
that identifying the trigger is necessarily some arcane skill 
requiring genius or deep reasoning—although some enemies 
may be more inscrutable than others. It may be intuitive and 
commonsensical. Turning the enemy’s flank, attacking the 
enemy’s command and control, or cutting the enemy off from 
reinforcements are all common “best practices.”

Of note, Army doctrine also identifies stability mechanisms, 
which are essentially the reverse of defeat mechanism.19 A 
stability mechanism is “the primary method through which 
friendly forces affect civilians to attain conditions that sup-
port establishing a lasting, stable peace.”20 The four stability 
mechanisms, according to Army doctrine, are compel, control, 
influence, and support. Again, we suggest there are other ways 
of triggering growth and stability.

Delbrück and Strategies of Attrition and Annihilation 
A related, and sometimes confusing, issue is the attrition-

annihilation strategic construct. Based on his reading of 
Clausewitz, German historian Hans Delbrück (1848–1929) 
identified two basic historical strategies, Ermattungsstrategie 
and Niederwerfungsstrategie, which were unfortunately and 
mistakenly translated into English as strategy of attrition 
and strategy of annihilation.21 It is problematic that to most 
readers of English attrition and annihilation are practically 
synonymous. More problematic is that the two constructs 
are not actually strategies but are descriptions of strategic 

defeat mechanisms. The point of confusion is the relationship 
between strategy of attrition and attrition warfare. Ermat-
tungsstrategie is in fact based on an attrition defeat mechanism. 
Delbrück used Ermattung to describe the defeat mechanism 
of eighteenth-century cabinet wars, which were all about the 
possession of specific pieces of territory. Each side fought until 
it was convinced that the cost of fighting over a particular 
province had proved greater than the revenue it produced. 
In other words, Ermattung was a matter of forcing the enemy 
to spend money. Because money is so easy to count, calcula-
tion played a central role in the defeat mechanism of Ermat-
tung. The central role played by calculation in strategies of 
exhaustion can be seen in Falkenhayn’s attempt to “bleed out” 
the French Army by forcing it to defend Verdun. Likewise, the 
French strategy of usure (“wearing out”) during the second 
half of World War I was closely tied to the efforts of French 
military intelligence to track both the supply of manpower 
to the German Army and the rate at which it was used up. 
It has since come to be recognized that, at the strategic level, 
attrition can be a plausible way for a weaker belligerent with 
a greater willingness to suffer to defeat a stronger enemy by 
raising that enemy’s costs higher than he is willing to bear, 
thereby convincing him to accept terms rather than continue 
to fight. 

Niederwerfungsstrategie, translated as strategy of annihila-
tion, involved the outright defeat of the enemy’s ability to 
resist, although it has nothing to do with reducing the enemy 
“to nothing” (the Latin root of the word). Niederwerfung liter-
ally means “throwing-down,” as in a take-down in wrestling 
that is achieved by first unbalancing the opponent. The image 
of a wrestler using leverage to upset his opponent’s center of 
gravity and then using the opponent’s own body weight to 
topple him strongly suggests systemic disruption as we have 
described it. 

Conclusion
A defeat mechanism is an internal process by which defeat 

is triggered within an enemy. We can take actions intended 

The combined arms effects of maneuver and joint fires can disrupt 
an enemy’s cohesion beyond the physical destruction of his forces.
(Photo by Airman 1st Class Ridge Shan.)
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to trigger that mechanism, but whether it happens or not is 
not entirely up to us. There are two basic defeat mechanisms, 
attrition, and systemic disruption. Maneuver warfare pursues 
the latter, which can yield disproportionate results but that 
requires insight into the enemy as a system. While both 
attrition and disruption work in the physical dimension, 
disruption can work in the mental and moral dimensions as 
well. There are numerous ways to trigger systemic disrup-
tion, although we strongly suspect that many Marines do 
not appreciate the wide range of forms it can take. However, 
we argue that thinking through how we expect our actions 
to trigger defeat in the enemy is a crucial part of the art and 
science of war. (Although let us be clear: we are not advocat-
ing for the creation of a new planning routine called “Defeat 
Mechanism Analysis.”) It should be an integral part of all 
command decision making. Warfi ghting does not address 
the concept directly, but we suggest that any future edition 
probably should. Moreover, doing so holds the potential to 
resolve one of the most controversial parts of Warfi ghting.
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